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Hello and welcome to the fourth
issue of Up Anchor. In this
edition we have the results of the
November 05 AGM as well as an
update on the condition of the
pond together with the long
awaited second part of the clubs
heritage trail.  Unfortunately, due
to space restrictions the
concluding part of the GSSMS
story will have to be in the next
edition.  This was to allow some
space to inform you of an offer
being made available to members
of the club by East Kilbride
MBC.  Anyway hope you enjoy
this edition as much as the others.

 Election of Office Bearers
November 28 th 2005 marked

the end of what was a very busy
year for the committee in its
dealings with Land Services.
Over 50% of the membership
turned up to hear that subscription
fees would be suspended for the
current year and that Land
Services had finally admitted their
responsibility for the upkeep of
the pond.

The AGM also saw the
election of the clubs new Office
Bearers. Only one position was
contested which led to a free vote
among members to produce our
new Vice Chair. Thus the election
yielded the following
representatives:
Chairman – Conn McGee
Vice Chairman – Len Clarke
Treasurer – Niel Riddle
Secretary – Gordon Morlan

Competition Org – Robert
Gorman

Weed Problem in Queens
Park Pond (Update)

There has been some good
news on this front since the last
article on the issue.  We have it in
black and white from the Head of
Parks and Support Services (Mr
K. Boyle) that the pond ‘has been
designated as a boating pond and
that the Local Management
Teams hands are not tied by the
Conservation Officer.

In his response Mr Boyle also
went on to outline who was
responsible for the decisions
regarding the management of the
pond.  In addition to this and
more importantly we have it in
writing that the pond will be
maintained in the future through
both manual and chemical
control.

Although no time scale was
provided it has been indicated that
treatment would start in February
of this year.

In concluding his
correspondence Mr Boyle
attempts to reassure us that there
is ‘no hidden agenda by Land
Services and that they are keen to
promote the pond as a designated
boating pond’.

In Search of Glasgow
South’s Heritage (Part 2)
In issue 2 we concentrated our
search for GSSMS’s heritage on
the development of Queens Park.

Here we learned that had Paxton’s
original plan (submitted in 1860)
gone ahead the club would have
been situated in a different
location from where it is today.
We also learned that the
abandonment of the pond went
unopposed and in this issue we
are going to look at why this was
the case.  In so doing we can
better understand why this
changed. Finally we can go onto
look at the growth of the club and
how it has changed over the
years.

Addressing the first question is
relatively easy although rather
unbelievable by today’s
standards.   We can understand
why there was no protest at the
omission of the pond by looking
at the location of the park relative
to the location of Glasgow at the
time of its planning and
construction.

Basically, the park was seen as
being to far outside the city
boundary to be ‘serviceable to the
inhabitants’ of Glasgow.  This is
bourn out by evidence from the
council chamber that indicates
there was a 50/50 split on whether
the park should go ahead at its
current location. As it happened
the casting vote came from the
Lord Provost and the rest is
history as we say.

Arguably then the reason there
was no protest at the omission of
the pond was because there was
little or no demand for one and
this was largely due to the fact
that the surrounding area was
sparsely populated and difficult to
get to from Glasgow.
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If there were demands and
these came from the inhabitants
of the local burghs surrounding
the park then arguably these
would have been ignored. Being
out side Glasgow meant they had
no representation within Glasgow
City Chambers and as a result
their request would not have been
heard. The park was officially
opened on September 11th 1862
and it would be over

Meanwhile, Glasgow at the
time was going through period of
rapid expansion and by 1891
many of the smaller boughs on
the outskirts of the city were
absorbed when the City Extension
Act came into effect. This was a
significant piece of legislation as
it meant for the first time the local
burghs became electoral wards
within Glasgow and as a result
would have representation in the
City Chambers.

Only after this period do we
start to see calls for the
construction of a pond in the
grounds of Queens Park. By June
1903 the first motion was given in
the council that ‘it be remitted to
the Parks Committee to consider
the desirability of forming a
yachting pond’ similar to those
that exist in other parks within the
city.  The period that followed
resulted in controversy and
ultimately the withdrawal of the
original motion by the very man
that forwarded it in the first place
– Councillor William MacLay.
Fortunately, however the motion
went ahead and construction
began in earnest sometime
between January and March of
1904.  There is no record of when
the works were officially
complete but there is evidence to
suggest that the pond was in use
by the 12th of March that year as a
request to have ‘landing stages’
built was submitted to ease the
launching of model yachts.

After this period we begin to
see a close association of

individuals forming but as yet no
formal constituted club.  Among
the events this group organised
was the one immortalised on the
picture postcard (post-dated 1905)
featured below.

By the 3rd July 1907 this close
association of yachting
enthusiasts begin to show signs of
even closer ties when they submit
a joint application to Glasgow
Corporation for the provision of

accommodation to store their
model yachts.   By 30th October
the closer ties shown by these
individuals had been formally
constituted into the Queens Park
Model Yacht Club.   This in effect
means that the club was
constituted sometime between
July and October 1907.

Following an initial refusal to
provide accommodation the
Corporation eventually concede
and decide to lease the old
icehouse to the club for a period
of two years at a rent of £2.00 per
annum.  Although unsuitable part
of the conditions of the lease was
that QPMYC make and pay for
any necessary alterations to the
building.

The period that followed
proved to be quite an active one.
In June 1908 it (like other clubs)
sought permission to erect a
flagpole in an attempt to forge its
identity.  By 1909 the club
appears to have out grown the
icehouse although it isn’t certain
whether it moved or made
structural alterations to the
existing building.  What is known
though is that there were further
applications made in December

1921 and again in July 1928.
However, whether these were
made in relation to the boathouse
in front of the pond or in relation
to the icehouse remains unclear.
Perhaps you have some insight
into this.  If so, let me know and I
can update this account to reflect
any new facts. This is particularly
so with regard to post 1935 as this
is the year any official records
appear to dry up.

Before brining part two to an
end there are some questions I
would like to ask.  In some of the
records I have accessed there is
reference to the ‘West of Scotland
Model Yacht Club’ and the
‘Scottish Model Yacht
Association’.  Who or what were
these? Why had they an interest in
Queens Park in the 1920s and are
these the forerunner of the
Federation of Model Boat Clubs
as we know it today? If you have
answers or any information then
please let me know and I can
attempt to piece it together as a
record of our development.

Offer from Eask Kilbride
MBC

As a last minute item I would
just like to publicise an offer
made by East Kilbride MBC.
They have booked a 51seater
coach to take boating enthusiasts
to the Windermere and Blackpool
shows.  The cost for Blackpool is
£500.00 (Windermere £450).  Fill
the coach and any good
mathematician will tell you that it
will cost less than £10 per person
for each show.  If you own a car
why not relax and let someone do
the driving for you.

The bus leaves from East
Kilbride Town Centre and tickets
as being sold on a first come first
serve basis. To safeguard your
space you need to provide a £5
(non refundable deposit). Further
details contact Hugh Gavin on
01355226905


